
Joana and Duarte were very excited about the
spaces and the generosity of scale meant, significantly,
that Joana could envisage the kind of exhibition she had
always wanted to create; one in which several of her
major large-scale works could be viewed together. For
the works that she creates, space is of major
importance. The exhibition at Walsall is her first solo
show in Britain, even though her work has been
exhibited and collected widely throughout Europe and
beyond. She had been invited to show in Britain before
but had had to decline the opportunities as the spaces
offered would not have presented her work in an
appropriate manner.

An exhibition was thus developed and hopefully,
the result is one which marries the physicality and
content of Joana’s sculptures with their very specific
architectural context.

In terms of the Walsall exhibition, the visitor’s
experience of Joana’s work begins before they have
even entered the gallery.

In the gallery’s Window Box, a large project
space that can only be viewed from the square outside,
is a large woollen work originally entitled Pega 4 and then
re-christened as Big Booby (2007) by Joana. This work was
created specifically for the dimensions of the space in
which it is shown. In Portuguese, Pega refers to a small
hand-knitted object that is used to take hot items from
the oven. It is often made from strands of wool left over
from knitting and usually has a loop sewn onto it from
which it can be hung on the wall. This item would
commonly be found within a Portuguese household.

Joana Vasconcelos creates sculptures, frequently on a
very large scale, from familiar, domestic objects. They
reference art, popular culture and national identity and
cleverly combine mass-produced items with elements of
handicraft such as crochet or knitting. Yet they are also
meticulously and ingeniously engineered. They can be
witty, colourful, engaging and provocative.

The first time I encountered Joana’s work was at
the Venice Biennale of 2005. Her sculpture A Noiva (The
Bride) (2001) was the centrepiece of the opening room of
the Arsenale. It was flanked by giant posters by the
Guerilla Girls. The brash, confident and confrontational
work of the Guerilla Girls seemed somehow at odds
with this remarkable sculpture. Taking the form of a
giant chandelier, it appeared elegant, symmetrical and
ephemeral. Closer inspection revealed that this
beautiful structure was made from tampons, over

25,000 in all. I remember taking the trouble to read
the name on the label – Joana Vasconcelos, I must note
that down…

A year later, I was fortunate enough to be part of a
Gulbenkian Foundation sponsored research trip to
Lisbon and Porto in Portugal. An eager bunch of curators
were introduced to Portuguese artists, gallerists and
venues. One of the studios we visited was Joana’s studio
in Oeiras, just outside Lisbon. It was a huge warehouse
space with vast amounts of empty space. A selection of
works were displayed throughout the space and a tiny
army of workers sat at a table sewing together crocheted
patterns to wrap around ceramic dogs. Joana was bright,
friendly and welcoming and gave the visiting curators a
lively and fascinating account of the works she had made
to date. Her passion for her work was evident as was her
energy, focus and motivation.

A little later, I was sharing my enthusiasm for
Joana and her work with colleagues in Walsall and she
was invited over to view the gallery and to discuss the
possibility of a major solo exhibition at the gallery.

Joana’s work was fascinating for many reasons
which will be outlined in due course but something that
particularly excited me, Joana and her architect husband
Duarte was the potential relationships of Joana’s work
with the magnificent architectural spaces of The New Art
Gallery Walsall.

Designed by Caruso St John and opened to the
public in 2000, the gallery boasts some of the most
remarkable exhibition spaces in the country. The third
floor alone consists of four galleries, connected by open
doorways, totalling 634 square metres. The slender-
beamed concrete ceilings give a clear height of over 6
metres. One of the galleries extends across one side of
the building and is over 26 metres long. The floors are of
black power-floated concrete. Minerals scattered into
their surface means that they are reflective to a point, but
that reflections are inconsistent and obscure.
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Experiencing
The Exhibition

This modest domestic item has been magnified
until its newly-established scale recalls the kind of
abstract paintings created by American artists such as
Kenneth Noland and Frank Stella. The knitted rings
become a bold, abstract design. Pega or Big Booby is a
typically playful work where the domestic effectively
becomes epic and heroic, and tradition is intertwined
with modernity. The sense of familiarity, comfort and
possibly nostalgia evoked by such an object is jarred
somewhat by the unfamiliar scale and the vicious-
looking hooks used to anchor it to the wall. Its shape
is slightly different to previous Pega works and it has
become fatter and more bulbous, hence Joana’s
re-naming of the work. She happily recalls watching
episodes of the sit-com ‘Ello ‘ello and its reference to
the ‘Madonna of the Big Boobies’.

Entering the gallery and the generous space of
the foyer, the visitor encounters The Bride, the chandelier
made from tampons. Whilst the tampon could be
regarded as a banal and everyday object, it is also
something often regarded as taboo across different
cultures, due to its explicit associations with female
sexuality. Joana has enjoyed the opportunity to use
tampons to create something that is beautiful, elegant
and grand. One could understand why the curators
of the Venice Biennale chose to show this work
alongside the Guerilla Girls. Whilst clearly, there is some
common ground, Joana would resist any closed
interpretations of her work. Indeed she is fascinated by
the ways in which interpretations can vary depending on
the cultural context.
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experiences that we all share as Europeans. Households
all over Europe would have been glued to the screen in
1982. Whilst undoubtedly providing light entertainment
however, the contest is increasingly political and
allegiances and ruptures between European partners
can often be reflected in the voting.

The television itself is covered with a spiders web
of crochet, which binds the work together whilst
obscuring our view of the screen. Again, she draws
upon handicrafts commonly found within Portuguese
households and subverts their usual associations to
create an intriguing and compelling work of art.

Also in the exhibition are Passerelle (2005) and
Matilha (Pack of Dogs) (2005), two works that contain
ceramic dogs that are commonly found in Portuguese
homes. They function as ironic status symbols, as mass-
produced substitutes for the real thing. The dogs are
sourced from a small factory in Barcelos, in the north of
Portugal. In Matilha, a group of dogs are wrapped in an
elaborate coat of crochet while Passerelle sees the dogs
locked in a relentless parade where, on impact with
each other, they slowly break into pieces on the floor.
The machine can be run at different speeds and at the
faster speeds, the work becomes increasingly disturbing
as the dogs break, the sound of the breaking pottery is
deafening and shards of broken dog fly through the air.
This is domesticity at its most violent and distressing.
Passerelle is the French word, commonly used by the
Portuguese, for runway or catwalk, and Matilha translates
from the Portuguese as a pack of dogs, opening up
further avenues for interpretation.

Passerelle is activated when the viewer places their
foot on a pedal, thereby implicating them in the
violence. It is also one of many works by Joana that
involves actual movement and the active engagement
of the viewer who is key to the completion of the work.

Valquirí́a Excesso (Excess Valkyrie) (2005) is probably
the most elaborate and exuberant of a series of works
referencing the Valkyries. A riot of colours and textures,
this strange, semi-organic looking being suspends from
the ceiling and occupies a good proportion of the
gallery space. These works reference specifically female
creatures from Norse mythology whose functions were
both domestic and heroic. They are created from a
combination of found and newly produced materials
and combine knitting, crochet, appliqué and found
objects. The work beautifully celebrates Joana’s
achievements as an artist but also the achievements of
the many (mostly women) who have created objects and
garments for the home. Such handicrafts might vary
throughout the world in terms of colour, techniques,
customs and traditions but essentially, they are an
international phenomenon with which we can all
associate.

As the Valkyrie travels, she collects souvenirs from
the places she has visited. Whilst installing the work at
the gallery, Joana became interested in two small dolls
our Assistant Education Curator Keiko Higashi had
made as demonstration pieces for practical workshops.
These dolls were pinned onto Excess Valkyrie and will now
become an integral part of her.

A major element of the exhibition is the specially
commissioned Jardim do É́den (Garden of Eden), (2007), an
ambitious work that explores the relationship between
art, nature and technology and ponders on our
perception of nature in the future. Artificial flowers
containing fibre optics sourced from China pulse with
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Reference to The Bride also connects the work
to the artist Marcel Duchamp, who famously introduced
the concept of the Readymade into the world of art and
produced a series of works on the theme of the bride,
including the major work The Bride Stripped Bare by her
Bachelors, Even (1915–23). A recent series of works in
the form of large candle-sticks and created from bottles
(e.g. Pop Champagne (2005) and Nectar (2006)) clearly
reference Duchamp’s Bottle Rack (1914) and she has also
covered urinals in her signature crocheted webbing
(Candy Candy and Jamaica Land of 2006) in a homage
to Duchamp’s Fountain (1917). Like Duchamp, she
invests otherwise banal objects with an elevated status.

Joana has spoken however about the singularity
of Duchamp’s work and the way in which he has pared
everything back to the most essential aspects. The
context in which an artist is now working is very different.
Today, we live in a globalised economy where cheap,
mass-produced objects are widely available in the west.
We live in an age of multiplicity and this is reflected in
Joana’s work.

Repetition is used consistently, whether it be
through the repeated use of motifs or elements within
the work itself or whether the work itself is constantly
re-worked through the development of a series. There
are Independent Hearts in Black and Gold for example,
and Pega or Big Booby is arguably the fourth of its series.
Joana has stated that the more something is repeated,
the more abstract it becomes, rather like the way in
which a word repeated over and over as a mantra begins
to detach from its original meaning.

Moving up to the third floor galleries, the visitor
encounters more large-scale sculptures and installations.

Coração Independente Vermelho (Red Independent Heart)
(2005) is an elegant structure that on close inspection,
reveals an elaborate inter-weaving of plastic cutlery. It
refers to the Viana do Castelo Heart, traditionally worn
on pendants by women from the town of Viana do
Castelo in Portugal, famous for its folklore traditions and
decorative filigree jewellery. It also refers to the lyrics of a
song sung by Fado diva Amália Rodrigues, the soundtrack
of which forms part of the installation. The song takes the
form of a dialogue between the head and heart of the
singer. Fado singers are often found in Portuguese
restaurants where they serenade the audience as they
dine, possibly explaining the choice of plastic cutlery as
the materials with which this work is made.

Euro-Visão (Euro-Vision) (2005) is a rare example of a
video work by Joana. The video itself is actually a found
piece containing footage from the 1982 Eurovision Song
Contest which that year, was actually broadcast from
Harrogate, England. Hence, the familiar vocal tones of
Terry Wogan can be heard as the footage was filmed and
relayed throughout Europe by the BBC. The footage
features a typically trashy performance by the
Portuguese entry, a girl-band called Doce. They didn’t
do particularly well that year and the contest was won by
the German entry, Nicole. Joana enjoys the campness of
the subject but is also interested in the contest as a
vehicle by which national identity is expressed,
challenged or re-worked. She has remarked that, apart
from sporting competitions, it is one of the fewp.20
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changing coloured lights and we hear the dim sound of
hundreds of motors, driving the whole of the
installation. Joana’s garden contains no scent and
operates independently of weather conditions,
meteorology or seasons of the year. This garden is the
product of an urban, industrialised society. Electricity
and mass production are vital to its creation.

Each of the sets of flowers are contained within
an individual container which offers flexibility in terms of
layout. Interestingly, Joana has chosen to create the
kind of patterns associated with the Serpentine style of
18th century gardening, found at several stately homes
throughout Britain. Probably the most noted proponent
of this style was Lancelot “Capability” Brown. The
serpentine patterns are often said to be related to the
curves of the female body and therefore to notions of
beauty. It seems that man’s attempts to manipulate and
control the natural landscape are nothing new!

Visitors can wander through this completely
artificial and multi-sensory indoor garden which contains
a certain beauty yet is also slightly chilling. The Garden
of Eden is the place where, according to Christian
teaching, Adam and Eve succumbed to temptation and
committed the original sin, resulting in their expulsion
from Paradise. On the one hand, it seems like a timely
reminder of the ways in which man is destroying our
natural resources and changing the environment in
which we live forever. Yet there is also an element of
wonder and excitement about what might be achieved
through man’s relationship with technology in the future.

Joana Vasconcelos is an artist who continues to
create grandiose works that are elegant, intelligent,
original and beautifully crafted. They are aesthetically
magnificent and retain a wit and vibrancy that will
hopefully engage visitors on a variety of levels, both
now and for generations to come.

Deborah Robinson
Senior Exhibitions Curator
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Joana Vasconcelos was born in Paris in 1971.
She studied drawing, jewellery and sculpture
in Lisbon, Portugal. Her work has been
exhibited and collected widely, in Portugal
and beyond, since 1994.
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